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QUESTION 1

An author creates a report for burstng. In Report Studio, the author sets the burst type for the report to Directory entries.
In Cognos Connecton, the author sets the run optons to burst the report and send the report by email. If the email
addresses for the burst recipients are accessible by IBM Cognos BI, what is the expected result? 

A. The report is burst to email addresses only. 

B. The report is burst to both email addresses and directory entries. 

C. The report is burst to directory entries only. 

D. A warning message appears indicatng a confict in the run optons. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

In Report Studio, an author wants to use a join object to create a relatonship between two queries. Which of the
following is true? 

A. The author can use a join object to create either an inner or outer join between the queries. 

B. The author can use a join object only if both queries contain data from OLAP data sources. 

C. The author can use a join object only if both queries contain data from relatonal sources that has not been modeled
dimensionally. 

D. Both queries must contain the same number of data items, the data items must be compatble and must appear in the
same order. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In Report Studio, a query contains the data item Product Line, which is grouped. Which of the following will add a page
break for each Product Line? 

A. Create a secton on Product Line. 

B. Add a new page for each Product Line. 

C. Set the rows per page property to Product Line. 

D. Create a page set that is associated with the query. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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In Report Studio, what is a baseline? 

A. A value in a list report that other values are compared against. 

B. A constant value that represents the x-axis in a chart. 

C. A constant value drawn on a chart to indicate major divisions in the data. 

D. A break point that keeps part of a report statonary while the user scrolls. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In the report shown in the image, 

users click on the Retailer name in the lef and see the related data on the right. What is the technique used to create
this report? 

A. Master-detail relatonship where the master and the detail is in a separate list 

B. Drill-through defniton where one column in a list drills through to a separate list in the same report 

C. Master-detail relatonship where the master and the detail is in the same list 

D. Drill-through defniton where one column in a list drills through to the same list in the same report 

Correct Answer: B 
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